Presentations

(1) Everyone will have eight minutes to present and five minutes for questions. So that everybody has sufficient time to present, I will have to be vigorous in cutting people off if they might go over.

(2) You should have a handout or slides. If you want me to have your handout xeroxed, get to me at least a day in advance. If you want to use slides, you’ll have to bring your own laptop and dongle. Note that we have no extra time for people to be hooking up and unhooking their laptops, so if you go that route, plan on moving quickly.

(3) Practice your talk in advance.

(4) Your talk does not have to show completed work, but it does have to show me that you’ve gotten significantly into your data and analysis.

(5) The point of these is for you to get feedback on your analysis from your classmates and me. I’ll be looking to see how successfully you can do that.

(6) The most important thing is clarity.

(7) The second most important thing is clarity.

(8) The third most important thing is clarity.